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Motivation
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Motivation

• What is the current state of OA 

penetration?

• Is the implementation of OA in 

accordance with policy desires and 

mandates?

• Which models of OA are more 

expanded?
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Our understanding of OA

Criteria for the analysis of OA uptake:

• Sustainable

Publications are OA in the public domain, without 

immediate and direct risk of disappearing behind a pay-

wall.

• Legal

Identification as OA should not be based on ‘illegal acts’ 

and should not be based on copyright infringement.
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Our understanding of OA

Data sources that do not comply with the 

two requirements (Sustainability and Legality) 

for OA detection:

• ResearchGate

• SciHub

Many suggest their

inclusion as OA!
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Data sources

• Web of Science
– Advantages: consolidated database, citation linkages, and complete 

metadata (author affiliations and classification scheme available)

– Disadvantages: commercial/proprietary, coverage issues (SSH, books, 
conference papers)

• Unpaywall
– Advantages: comprehensive (multiple sources considered in the 

identification of OA evidence), systematic, large coverage (Crossref
publications) , ‘free’ source, becoming ‘standard in the business’

– Disadvantages: lack of relevant metadata (affiliations, classification, doc 
types), dependency of DOIs (Crossref)

• More validation and research needed (how good is the data? 
does Unpaywall track all possible OA evidence?)
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Identification of OA evidences

Four types of OA are identified:

• Green OA self-archived versions of a manuscript

• Gold OA journals publishing in OA regardless of
their business model

• Bronze OA journals offering free Access but
retaining copyrights

• Hybrid OA toll journals offering APC for making
articles OA
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Identification of OA evidences
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Results: Overall OA
World median
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Results: Gold OA
World median
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Results: Green OA
World median
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Results: Green OA

Top 10 universities with the highest share of their output available through green OA and the share of their 

green OA which is included in their institutional repository searching for url strings of repositories 14
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Results: The PMC effect on Green OA

Top 10 countries with the highest share of green OA publications coming from PMC. Shares of 

gold, bronze and hybrid OA are based on the total number of PMC publications 15
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Results: Hybrid OA
World median
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Results: Bronze OA
World median
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Discussion

Guidelines to the Rules on Open Access to Scientific Publications and Open Access to

Research Data in Horizon 2020 18
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Discussion

Plan S. Principles and Implementation

https://www.coalition-s.org/principles-and-implementation/ 20
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Discussion

An important aspect in opening up: Engagement

• Green OA by archiving final, peer-reviewed drafts in a 

freely accessible institutional repository or disciplinary 
repository

• Self-archiving? When any of the authors has archived the 
publication

• Institutional self-archiving? When any of the authors of the 
institution has archived the publication

• PMC OA? Is it the same as self-archiving? Does it capture 
engagement in OA?
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Conclusions

• Penetration of OA overall seems to be the result 

of isolated efforts rather than implementation of 

national policies

• Formulas for OA vary by region 

i.e., Brazil and Gold OA or UK and Green OA

• Theory and practice in what is OA and its types 

are not aligned

i.e., PMC effect, bronze OA
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Questions? 

Many thanks!
Presentation prepared for the ISSI/STI 2019 Conference held in 
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